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•  Conduct research to detect and minimize the consequences 
of disruptions in present and future tokamaks, including ITER. 
Coordinated research will deploy a disruption prediction/
warning algorithm on existing tokamaks, assess approaches 
to avoid disruptions, and quantify plasma and radiation 
asymmetries resulting from disruption mitigation measures, 
including both pre-existing and resulting MHD activity, as well 
as the localized nature of the disruption mitigation system. The 
research will employ new disruption mitigation systems, 
control algorithms and hardware to help avoid disruptions, 
and measurements to detect disruption precursors and 
quantify the effects of disruptions. 

Disruption avoidance & detection 
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•  Experiments will work toward improving tearing mode stability in 
low-torque scenarios 
–  Improved stability by current profile  

modification 
–  Active suppression by localized ECCD 
–  Physics of rotation shear in NTM stability 

•  Planned research will address other key 
issues for stability physics and disruption avoidance: 
–  Test novel schemes for real-time sensing of tearing stability limits 
–  Develop disruption avoidance by active control of locked modes 
–  Assess the impact of n=2 error field in low-torque scenarios 
–  Analyze existing data to characterize causes of disruptions in 

different operating conditions 
–  Develop and test improved real-time disruption warning algorithms 

DIII-D Research on Instability Control and Sensing Will 
Contribute to the FY 16 Joint Research Target 
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•  Conduct research to detect and minimize the consequences 
of disruptions in present and future tokamaks, including ITER. 
Coordinated research will deploy a disruption prediction/
warning algorithm on existing tokamaks, assess approaches 
to avoid disruptions, and quantify plasma and radiation 
asymmetries resulting from disruption mitigation measures, 
including both pre-existing and resulting MHD activity, as well 
as the localized nature of the disruption mitigation system. The 
research will employ new disruption mitigation systems, 
control algorithms and hardware to help avoid disruptions, 
and measurements to detect disruption precursors and 
quantify the effects of disruptions. 

Disruption mitigation 
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DIII-D has been actively studying sources of 
asymmetry during thermal quench mitigation    

•  Effect of injector poloidal mitigation upon 
effectiveness of VDE mitigation ✔ 
–  Hollman et al, submitted to PoP 

•  Effect of MHD upon toroidal radiation asymmetries 
using MGI ✔ 
–  D. Shiraki et al 2015 NF 55 073029 
–  V.A. Izzo et al 2015 NF 55 073032 

•  Localized heating at MGI site & MGI superposition ✔ 
–  Commaux et al., PoP 21, 102510 (2014) 

•  SPI toroidal asymmetry, MGI/SPI poloidal 
asymmetries in progress 

•  Local heating & superposition of SPI in FY17 

D. Shiraki et al
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which is again defined to be at the time of the maximum in 
the =n 1 amplitude (figure 2). Since the initial phase is not 
explicitly considered here, we measure the toroidal phase of 
the mode (still defined to be the X-point phase) at the outer 
midplane.

As shown in figure 1(b), the radiated power during MGI 
shutdown is measured at two toroidal locations separated by 

°120 . Although the viewing geometry (shown in figure 1(a)) 
does not allow accurate reconstruction of the radiation profile, 
it has been shown to provide good estimates of the total radi-
ated power with fast temporal resolution [18], an example of 
which is shown in figure 2(d). Here we separately consider 
the total radiated energy from before and after 2007 ms (for 
the MGI valve triggered at 2000 ms), which is taken as a rep-
resentative time when the MHD burst is largely over (figure 
2(e)). These are approximately the thermal quench and current 
quench radiated energies. These are plotted in figures 7(a)–(d) 
as a function of the =n 1 mode phase, where each point is the 
measured energy from an individual MGI fast shutdown. In 
the early portion of the shutdown (figures 7(a) and (b)), both 
toroidal locations observe a =n 1 dependence of the radi-
ated energy on the mode phase. Furthermore, a phase-shift 
matching the °120  toroidal separation of the two measurement 
locations is observed, indicating that the observed trend is a 
3D effect. In contrast, the energy radiated in the latter portion 
of the disruption (figures 7(c) and (d)), (while having ±20% 
scatter) does not exhibit a significant =n 1 trend, consistent 
with the current quench radiating fairly symmetrically (in 
agreement with expectations from previous measurements of 
current quench evolution [13]).

We quantify the observed thermal quench radiation asym-
metry using the common toroidal peaking factor (TPF) metric, 
defined as the ratio of the maximum value to the toroidal 
mean. This is calculated independently for the two radiome-
ters based on the measured =n 1 trend at each location, giving 
two separate estimates of the TPF. Based on this technique, 
both diagnostics measure the same TPF of ±1.2 0.1 for the 

total thermal quench energy, where the uncertainty represents 
the deviation of the measurements from the =n 1 fit. Because 
this estimate of the TPF is based on trends from a single diag-
nostic, it does not depend on the accuracy of absolute calibra-
tion of either radiometer.

Since the previous analysis divides the thermal quench and 
current quench times somewhat arbitrarily, and the current 
quench is observed to be fairly symmetric, it remains pos-
sible that the TPF is transiently higher during some period 
during the thermal quench. This is particularly important 
since the large radiation flash during the thermal quench is 
quite rapid (figure 2), and the surface heating of the first wall 
due to energy E delivered in time Δt, scales as ΔE t/ 1/2. Thus 
a measure of the radiation asymmetry based on instantaneous 
peak power would provide a more conservative estimate for 
potential damage. The measured peak powers for these dis-
charges are plotted in figures 7(e) and ( f ). Although the scatter 
is increased due to the more transient nature of the quantity, 
we again observe the expected phase-shift between the two 
toroidal locations, and find similar estimates of the TPF from 
each: ±1.4 0.3 at °90  and ±1.4 0.2 at °210 . Note that for both 
the total energy and the peak power, the maximum in the radi-
ation occurs when the X-point at the outer midplane is aligned 
with each diagnostic (to within ∼ °30 ).

These measured TPFs in DIII-D compare favorably to pre-
dicted limits for ITER. In reference [8], it is calculated that 
for very large radiated powers during the thermal quench on 
ITER (100% radiation of 350 MJ of stored energy during the 

=Q 10 scenario, in a time duration of 1 ms), a peaking factor 
of 2 will cause localized melting of the Be first wall. However, 
since the damage to the first wall is determined by the absolute 
heat flux, higher peaking factors are expected to be tolerable 
for lower energy disruptions. In the DIII-D plasmas described 
here, even the more conservative estimate of the TPF based on 
the instantaneous peak power is well below this limit. While 
this is an optimistic result, this comparison is discussed fur-
ther in section 5.

Figure 7. Total radiated energy (a), (b) before and (c), (d) after 2007 ms (for MGI valve triggered at 2000 ms), and (e), ( f ) peak radiated 
power, measured at two toroidal locations °120  apart, and plotted as a function of the =n 1 mode phase. Each point is an individual MGI 
discharge. =n 1 fits are shown for the early energy and peak power.
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(a)  90°: t < 2007 ms

(b)  210°: t < 2007 ms

(c)  90°: t > 2007 ms

(d)  210°: t > 2007 ms

(e)  90°

(f)  210°

Nucl. Fusion 55 (2015) 073029

V.A. Izzo et al
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cases will be referred to as M+, C+ and MC+ respectively. 
The fourth case also uses both jets, but has reverse-Ip (same 
sign as ϕB ), and will be referred to as MC −  . One and two-
valve MGI experiments on DIII-D have typically been car-
ried out with unbalanced neutral beam injection, with initial 
plasma rotation on the order of 100 km s−1 [11]. In those cases, 
the MGI (which is more massive than the initial plasma inven-
tory), significantly slow the rotation by roughly two orders 
of magnitude. Further MGI experiments with no net torque 
have also been performed [16]. While the effect of rotation 
on impurity spreading in experiments is not yet clear, these 
simulations neglect pre-MGI plasma rotation entirely, and 
have no external source of torque, mainly due to the compli-
cating effects of modeling the initial slowing of the plasma 
rotation due to the MGI. In the discussion section we compare 
simulation results with experiments described in [11], where 
the difference in pre-MGI plasma rotation must be considered.

3.1. Parallel spreading of the injected impurities

After the injection of neutral Ne begins in each simulation, 
the impurities begin to diffuse across the separatrix and ionize 

[figure 3(a)]. The plasma is strongly cooled locally by dilution 
and Ne line radiation, but the fast parallel transport of heat 
allows the toroidally localized blob of Ne to draw heat out 
of the entire flux surface—or one particular flux tube in the 
case of a rational surface. As the temperature in the parallel 
direction flattens, a parallel pressure gradient proportional to 
the density gradient drives expansion of the Ne blob along the 
field lines producing a helically elongated plume. A 3D plot 
illustrating the impurity plume(s) appears for each simulation 
in figure 2.

The most notable feature of the helically expanding impu-
rity plumes is that, in every case, the toroidal expansion away 
from the injection location is asymmetric, expanding only 
toward the high-field-side (HFS). For the M+ simulation, the 
plume begins at 15° above the midplane and expands only 
in the negative toroidal direction, corresponding to poloidal 
propagation toward the HFS. In the case of C+, with below-
midplane injection at 135°, the expansion is purely in the posi-
tive toroidal direction, which again corresponds to poloidal 
propagation toward the HFS. Of course, we neglect the effects 
of rotation, which would act in the same direction toroi-
dally for either gas valve. The issue of toroidal MGI plume 

Figure 2. Contours of ionized Ne density (in units of m−3) at six evenly spaced toroidal locations, and a single isosurface of ionized Ne 
density plotted for each simulation: (a) M+, (b) C+, (c) MC+, (d) MC −  .
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DIII-D also exploring interaction of impurity injection 
with unstable plasmas   

•  Effect of pre-existing MHD upon MGI mitigation ✔ 
–  Shiraki invited at 2015 APS 

•  Effect of pre-existing MHD upon SPI mitigation ✔ 
–  XP completed last Friday 
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